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About This Game

The Horologist's Legacy is a deep dive into the absurd to find your mysterious past in this indie first-person psychological
horror experience that rips the floor out from under you and takes your mind places you've never brought it before.

What can you expect?

Strongly narrative driven gameplay

Simple yet intriguing puzzles

Dangerous encounters with creatures from another universe

A variety of pacing, from contemplative to high-tension

Surprises and horror

Dark, absurd, and often beautiful environments and atmosphere

Fully voice acted cast
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Creepy, moody, and vibrant music and audio design

Pay close attention.

Your memory seems to have become a cold and darkened blur;
you never know the vital things you might be walking past.

We at Cole and Jordan Studios have been developing The Horologist's Legacy
for years in an attempt to create the most intriguing possible experience;
prototypes existed as early as 2012 when we were only in the 8th Grade.

Now at 20 years old, we are prepared to release our game into the world.
Nearly all levels have years of testing and design, and have been completely

scrapped and rebuilt from the ground up at least once.

It's a similar story for the plot, (no pun intended) which has been scrapped,
rewritten, and honed to provide an extremely mysterious and

other-worldly undertone to the entire experience.
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Title: The Horologist's Legacy
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Cole and Jordan Studios
Publisher:
Cole and Jordan Studios
Release Date: 24 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 Service Pack 1+

Processor: Intel Core i3+

Memory: 4 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 10

Additional Notes: Keyboard with English layout

English
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the horologists legacy. the horologists legacy gameplay. the horologist's legacy walkthrough

Enjoyed this game...if you like match 3 games like Cradle of Rome and 4 Elements then you will enjoy this game too :). Nice
humorous take on the classic Breakout/Arkanoid formula. Good for quick sessions or for a low-spec PC/laptop game. Check
out my co-op gameplay video and see what it's all about.. Overall a good game for the price.. Can only find one bad point, which
is when the rider leans from one position to the other, it's really slow and very annoying especially when you have to take tight
corners. so in this game you basically have to solve the murder of a blackmailing ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ that nobody liked because he all
he did was nose around in other people's business thinking 'heh suckers time to retire at age 17 with all this sweet bank im going
to make from being a blackmailing ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥. good thing im self-aware that i am a piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥and knew somebody
was going to beat the♥♥♥♥♥♥out of me for all the trouble i caused and left all these notes around.'

the biggest mistakes u can make in this game is taking the hints too seriously, and trying to progress too far without looking at
everything... because u need to look at everything in order to be allowed to progress. really sucks to get stuck because u didn't
look at 1 thing that was completely unrelated.

^^ that happened to a friend btw not me !! i never get stuck!! game took me 30 minutes BUT I SPENT 5 HOURS AND 30
MINUTES IDLING OK PLS *super smug grin* (o´∀`o). Fortunately this game has its third chapter (The Great Escape) which is
brilliant! I really recommend it!
Instead these chapters 1 & 2 I played after it and I feel my Saturday wasted. Game is quite frivolous and puzzles were finally
incredibly silly so I ended up looking for walkthrough. There were also some difficulties using an inventory and asking about
items; it's not told what they are, or that narrator's subtitles run quickly past. And why the soundtrack is N\/A?
But I'm happy this game serie stayed alive.. I purchased Pitch-Hit baseball and instantly loved it, I am a big baseball fan but that
aside the game is just really fun. It forces you to get some high scores before moving onto the next mini game which is great.
The best part of the game is just hitting the ball and then catching it moments later, actually very smooth and intuitive. Will be
trying to take down all the high scores over the next few weeks.. This game is not to buggy or too unplayable. It works as design,
just not fun.
At least for my try, there is no problem, I haven't try to deliberately give wrong instruction to see what happend.
But no pushback clerance, no way to change taxi route, very late landing clearnce are possible.... and only 10pts for TO and LD
while the most challenge part is to manage ground taxi..
Just not fun. while not much sim here too.
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When this game was announced I was very excited since I played the first title and really enjoyed it. I personally don't like
horror games and sometimes I'm way too scared to play one but the cute designs of the characters and the world building helped
me get through this game.

Story (Potential Spoilers)
The story this time is tells itself more compared to the first. Within the first game, you sort of piece things together and sort of
figured out an interpretation but in Midnight Shadows there is more dialogue which helped you figure out what's going on which
the first didn't do. I found that the items you picked up in Midnight Shadows did more warning of things than of telling a little
bit of a story of the town. LIke in the first game you learned the fate of the ghost girl but the ghost girl in this game I felt didn't
have much clues that lead to her demise unless I missed something. Though the main story is much more fleshed out.

Visual/Audio
The game is again very pretty. Nicely detailed backgrounds that are dingy dark and foreboding at times. The character designs
are simplistic and cute while the spirit designs are unsettling. Everytime I encountered a spirit I had chills running through my
body. The game only has one song in it but much like the first game it is a great piece. Other than that, the game has ambient
noise along with the haunting sounds of spirits at times. Again the sound design is very fitting and effective.

Gameplay
Midnight Shadows plays very much like Night Alone. You can run, you can tip toe, you can control where you point the
flashlight, you can hide, and use items. The game adds equipable charms which will give you some sort of a benefit. Another
mechanic that was added is the ability to push objects and carry objects both of which disables you ability to use your flash
light. So you basically wander around town dodging spirits. One thing I feel like the game lacked was more utilization of the
pushing and holding of objects. They could have used that mechanic more. The game was more straight forward. I remember in
Night Alone that there are some items you basically had to find in order to get through situations which the game didn't guide
you to find. The end game had a very interesting gimmick though. So very much like the first game. It felt good to play and it
was pretty easy but that may be because I played the first and in some cases knew what to expect.

Summary
It was a fun experience the story was interesting enough for me to push forward. The gameplay was not too hard but not too
easy though I feel like it was easier for me compared to the first. It still has things like the game saving you progress even when
you don't save at a save point meaning you retain treasures you picked up when you die. The game is still very pretty and the
audio fits to make spine chilling encounters. There are some jump scares too.

I'd recommend the game but I will say that it is a little pricey. Though I think those looking to 100% the game will get some
more bang for the buck but unless you are a big fan of the first game I would say wait out for a sale.. Best game on Steam.. The
score system is awful. Instead of just grading you for how fast you're going or if you did a cool thing or not, it expects you to
utterly follow the score bubbles 100% of the time. In a physics-based platformer.

I'd let this slide, had the game not required a certain amount of score to leave the first world. It didn't really feel like the level
design was getting exceedingly fun yet either.

On top of that, there's a bunch of imperfections that contribute to the frustration. The visuals are nice, but the soundtrack and
SFX are kinda grating. Most importantly though, while the physics are *alright* for a Unity game, occasionally the ground won't
be beneath you when you try to jump, or you'll have trouble with the swinging physics. When you die, sometimes the obstacles
will desynch, or the camera will fail to catch back up to you, and also generally make it hard to consistently aim with the mouse
(unless you use a controller, in which case good luck doing this with no crosshairs).

I wanted to try this game because when you're doing well your movement looks really cool, but it's not as deterministic as it
should be. I'm sorry.. My least favorite of the DLC weapons. It's as if the sniper rifle and the pistol had some kind of mutant
baby. It has a lot of ammo, a scope, and fires quickly, but does very little damage, and requires frequent calls to the black
market to refill the ammo. I only suggest it to those who prefer to hang back and practice scoped headshots.. It's a fun concept:
fighting monsters with Bejeweled-style minigames. And it's exactuted alright. But after two hours I was already starting to lose
interest, and it crashed twice in that time. Some kind of windowed mode would have also been appreciated. Seems like it would
be an alright game but the port is pretty bad.. Thanks for all the updates guys. <3. The rules are pretty arbitrary and has nothing
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to do with chemistry or physics.
The interface is really bad. No undo. No simple access to information. Not even a restart level button. Or on the level selection
progress tracker what you did and what is to come.

So you either end up mostly 'trial and error' play eventually reaching the goal in a zillion steps. Or record the puzzle, exit the
game, plan using sheets, pencil&paper and calculator. Then come back and try to execute it.

TLDR; the puzzle-solving is completely hindered by the game design and implementation. (for puzzle setup that has limited fun
to start with).

I refunded the discount price.. There're a big annoying glitche in mid-game thus your time'll be wasted. Don't spend your money
cause this glitche is here for years and no fix for it yet. Besides that you'll not get refund due to it happens in mid game as i said.
Also it's not alone, check the game's discussions for known bugs and glitches.

(i'll change my vote to positive if it'll be fixed.)

Version 1.1 is out!:
What's new?

 Made some of the late-game levels a more reasonable difficulty; some of them were way too hard before.

 Did some little tweaks to improve first-time gameplay experience, from tilting a key to make it slightly more obvious to
giving an on-screen hint for one of the monsters.

 Some aesthetic changes such as brightening up August when she's outside and adding ambiance/music in a level that
didn't have much.

 Added in a few missing subtitles

 Removed some glitches.

I hope this patch will help new and returning players alike enjoy the game more!
Have fun!. Version 1.2 Update!:
We've added a new Level Selector and a few small fixes!

 New Level Selector on the Main Menu for replaying levels and starting over, and keeps track of unlocked level
progress

 August's thumbs were kinda bent funny so I fixed those

 Added some hills in the distance in the Mansion level

 Made the Mansion secret room dome gold

 Maybe a few other little fixes here and there

Hope you like the new level selector! Have fun everyone!
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